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Abstract

A new mirror stereoscopic display for Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) is presented. The stereoscopic display
system is composed of one monitor and one acrylic first surface mirror. The mirror reflects one image for one of
the eyes. The geometrical transformations to compute correctly the stereo pair is presented and is the core of this
paper. System considerations such as mirror placement and implications are also discussed.
In contrast to other similar solutions, we do not use two monitors, but just one. Consequently one of the images
needs to be skewed. Advantages of the system include absence of ghosting and of flickering.
We also developed the rendering engine for DVR of volumetric datasets mostly for medical imaging visualization.
The skewing process in this case is integrated into the ray casting of DVR. Using geometrical transformations, we
can compute precisely the directions of the rays, producing accurate stereo pairs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture—
Three-dimensional displays

1. Introduction

Stereopsis or binocular disparity is one of the most important
binocular depth cues for close range visualization (personal
space or action space) [CV95]. Using two images (one for
each eye) at slightly different angles, it is possible to trian-
gulate the distance to an object. To do so, our brain has to
find corresponding points in both images (stereo matching)
and then triangulate. In some cases, regions might be oc-
cluded in one view; for these regions other depth cues come
into play.

We have developed a stereoscopic system that is, in prin-
ciple, similar to other stereoscopic systems, i.e., we need to
generate the stereo pair and display each image to the cor-
rect eye. The difference between stereoscopic technologies
lies in how the images are presented to the viewer.

Here we will only consider systems with relatively
large screens like typical monitors. Thus we exclude head-
mounted displays and similar systems that make use of small
displays.

The most common active stereo display technique is shut-
ter glasses, where the display is synchronized with the open-
ing and closing of the shutters of the glasses, so that the

viewer views just one image at a time [Nvi12], [Bar03]. The
drawback is the synchronization process that might not work
perfectly, producing ghost artefacts (crosstalk), and the risk
of prolonged usage triggering epileptic seizures due to flick-
ering. Other passive systems include:

• anaglyphs, that use glasses with colour filters to filter the
images, limiting the usage of colour. Ghosting can occur
as the colour filters are not perfect;

• polarized, where special screens are used to display im-
ages with different light polarizations and special glasses
are required. They suffer from ghosting due to light polar-
ization crosstalk;

• wavelength multiplex imaging [JF03], where light is sep-
arated into three spectral ranges and special glasses are
used with filters for specific spectral ranges. It also suf-
fers from ghosting due to spectral range overlapping.

There are also autostereoscopic displays from several
brands in the market. Two examples of this are paral-
lax barrier and lenticular autostereoscopic displays [Ber96],
[Ive02]. In fact, the principles of this technology are rather
old, but were made available by the new LCD screen tech-
nology. For a more complete survey of stereo display sys-
tems, see [Hol05], [KH07].
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Figure 2: Photographs of the stereo system prototype. On the left are included annotations of the system components and the
eyes positions.

the right eye. In practice, we have two viewing windows oc-
cupying two portions of the display (Fig. 2). The right win-
dow needs to have a larger length, due to the image skewing
caused by the angle of the mirror. The reflection of the right
viewing window produces a reflected window. To calculate
it, the four vertices of the right window are reflected to ob-
tain their 3D location. To do so, we use a reflection matrix
introduced by Bimber et al. [BES00], [BFSE01]. If the mir-
ror’s plane is: f (x,y,z) = ax+by+cz+d = 0. The reflected
points can be calculated by multiplying the reflection matrix
with the original point: ~p′ = M ·~p.

M =









1−2a2 −2ab −2ac −2ad

−2ab 1−2b2 −2bc −2bd

−2ac −2bc 1−2c2 −2cd
0 0 0 1









(1)

Using the reflected right viewing window, we avoid calculat-
ing reflected rays (the equivalent straight rays are used) and
construct two different scenes with the same virtual objects.

Once we know the position of both viewing windows (left
and reflected right) and the eye positions, we can place ob-

jects in the scene and correctly render them. For the render-
ing, we use a ray-casting algorithm that casts rays from the
eye position passing by the center of each individual pixel
into the scene we want to render.

Before performing the rendering, the stereo region must
be checked. For optimal results, the virtual objects should
be confined to the stereo region. This region is defined by
the intersection of the left and right view frustums (Fig. 3).

Regarding the viewing transformation, there is only one
last transformation to perform: a horizontal image flip due
to the mirror reflection. This inversion can be seen in Fig. 1
by looking at e.g. the leftmost ray that is not reflected which
corresponds to the rightmost ray reflected.

3. System stereo pair rendering

This system was designed to render Direct Volume Ren-
dering (DVR) [Lev88], [DCH88] stereo pairs. To generate
DVR images, there are several possible algorithms. As men-
tioned previously, a DVR ray-casting algorithm was chosen
because it follows precisely the geometry designed for our
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flected right windows are minimized for larger mirrors. For
these reasons we recommend the use of mirrors with at least
the same horizontal size as the display. In practice, the user
will have to balance the system parameters in order for the
stereo area to enclose all the virtual objects. With the script
we have developed, the user can test different mirror and
display configurations to select the best option. The angles
between left and reflected right windows might have an im-
pact on other depth cues such as convergence and accom-
modation. To minimize this problem, configurations with
lower angles should be used. These depth cues have a rather
low strength in comparison to binocular disparity [CV95]. In
fact, just by using smaller display sizes with the same mirror
to change the angles we can still have a very strong depth
sensation with large angles.

A limitation of our system is that it is only developed for
DVR. If rectangular stereo images are available, they can-
not be directly used because one of the images needs to
be skewed (Fig. 2). For our main purpose, visualization of
stereo medical volumes, our system fulfils most of the rele-
vant criteria and can compete with traditional systems.

In the medical area, some evaluations of stereoscopic sys-
tems were performed. Some even go back as far as 1990
[OO90], and a more recent performed by radiologists com-
paring different 3D systems can be found in [TSO∗12].
Several works in the visualization literature suggest that
by using stereopsis, we increase greatly the understanding
of depth [HWSB99], [HHM98], in particular for medical
datasets [KSTE06]. It should, however, be pointed out that
the usage of stereopsis is very task-dependent [WT05].

If collaboration is required two scenarios are possible, the
first is to duplicate the system and render the same stereo
pairs (simply by duplicating the screens) and second by al-
lowing one user at a time to view the scene. The last scenario
is similar to microscope visualization, traditionally found in
biology, where different users view at a time an image us-
ing a microscope. An alternative scenario is also possible,
where one user views the stereoscopic view and the remaing
a monoscopic view.

Stereoscopic display systems play an important role in the
study of depth perception. In such perception studies it is im-
portant to reduce visual fatigue due to flickering effects and
produce sharp stereo pairs (with no significant color changes
and no ghosting). By eliminating these artifacts, possible
confounding factors are discarded. To solve this problem,
we selected one system that does not suffer from these arti-
facts (dual monitor system) and simplified it. By doing so the
costs of the system are reduced and a smaller physical space
is required in the room. Also in the dual-monitor systems
the user has to place his eyes at a certain angle, although it
is possible to compute this angle in practice it is rather hard
to place the user in the right position. In our system the user
looks straight at the display avoiding this problem.

This system has been used to study depth perception of

enclosed objects [MS13]. In this case, it is important that
the objects in the scene are perceived in their correct spa-
tial position. The results of our previous study demonstrate
that with appropriate DVR rendering methods, the users are
rather accurate in this task, enabling the system to be used
for medical purposes, e.g. to view the location of a tumour
inside the brain. Small errors in eye position (due to head
movements or different interpupillary distance between sub-
jects), mirror or display positions might occur, but within a
small range, the visual system is rather good to compensate
for them. In fact, by simply changing the angle of the mirror
we can still have a strong stereo sensation with large incor-
rect angles, but this will affect the correct spatial position of
the objects and will make it more difficult to perceive stereo
until the effect completely breaks down. The results of this
previous study were consistent across participants with high
scores of accuracy in perceiving objects spatial position; thus
the system is well designed for depth peception even in the
presence of small eye position errors. If this would not be the
case, our previous study would not have produced consistent
results.

The previously reported single monitor system:
http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/stphmkr/mirror/mirrorview.htm
was not designed for DVR and only provides an approxima-
tion of the correct geometry; thus it cannot be used in cases
where the spatial position of objects is critical.

We use our stereo system mainly with wide screen mon-
itors, but smaller screens like popular pad systems can be
considered. Here, the limitation is the human focal length,
approximately 20−24 mm [Gra68], [Sac04].

We have designed the stereoscopic system mainly for
stereoscopic visualization of DVR images, but it is possi-
ble to make it general purpose if we consider rendering of
polygons using off-axis projection that requires a non sym-
metric camera frustum, by OpenGL in a similar fashion as
presented in [Bou99], [MM05].

In Fig. 2 we present the real prototype of the stereo sys-
tem. In the display we can see the stereo pair in this case of a
segmented brain from a MRI image of the head with a plane
of dots in the back. We would also like to mention that the
system is easy to assemble and that the additional cost is low
(mainly the price of the mirror).

Prolonged usage of the system is problematic due to the
fact that the head position is fixed. To reduce this problem,
a base to place the chin was constructed, but this is by no
means a recommendable ergonomic position. For this rea-
son, the system should be only used for a short period of
time.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a new stereoscopic system for visualiza-
tion of DVR images. The main difference in comparison to
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the most similar system [Boh] is the use of only one moni-
tor. We also developed the rendering engine for DVR of vol-
umetric datasets mostly for medical imaging visualization.
In spite of certain geometrical constraints, the system may
prove useful for medical imaging applications.
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